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Introduction 

 Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe 

(BBN, CMB) 

 No evidence for antimatter in current universe  
     (exception: collider, cosmic-ray) 

 How did the difference between matter and antimatter arise? 

Baryogenesis 

 The universe has nonzero ``Baryon number’’ 
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ElectroWeak Baryogenesis 
Based on EW theory 

Operate during 1st order EW Phase Transition  

Utilize anomalous B violation induced by sphaleron 

<H> ≠ 0 <H> = 0 

T > Tc ~ 100 GeV T < Tc 

 CP violation from, e.g. Kobayashi-Maskawa phase  

PT proceeds via bubble nucleation 

EW theory satisfies Sakharov’s 3 conditions 

Out of equilibrium 

Kuzmin-Rubakov-Shaposhnikov (1985) 
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Sphaleron decoupling condition 

In EW baryogenesis, Baryon asymmetry is generated at EWPT 

To avoid washout of this asymmetry, B-violation from sphaleron  
    should decouple just after the phase transition 

strongly 1st order 
φ: Higgs VEV 
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http://maru.bonyari.jp/texclip/texclip.php?s=/begin{align*}
/Gamma_{B}/sim e^{-E_{sph}/T}|_{T=T_c}<<1
/end{align*}
http://maru.bonyari.jp/texclip/texclip.php?s=/begin{align*}
/textcolor[rgb]{1,0,0}{ /frac{/phi_c}{T_c} /gtrsim 1}
/end{align*}


(2) For mh >114 GeV (LEP), EWPT is not strongly 1st order 

EW baryogenesis: case of SM 

(1) CP violation from Kobayashi-Maskawa phase is not sufficient 
       to generate the BAU 

In principle, EW baryogenesis can operates in SM 

However, SM fails to explain observed BAU due to 2 reasons: 

Physics beyond SM is required to explain BAU 
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ElectroWeak baryogenesis and  
CP violation from 4th generation 

Y. Kikukawa, MK and W.-S. Hou 
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Motivation 

 Jarlskog invariant in SM 

 size of CPV at TC～100GeV 
too small for BAU 

W.-S. Hou (2008) 

 With 4G, similar quantity between 2-3-4 generations 

--> 

A = 2x(area of Unitarity Triangle) 

! 

http://maru.bonyari.jp/texclip/texclip.php?s=/begin{align*}
&/sim /frac{m_{t^/prime}^4}{m_t^2 m_c^2}/frac{m_{b^/prime}^4}{m_b^2 m_s^2}/frac{A_{234}^{sb}}{A}J
/end{align*}
http://maru.bonyari.jp/texclip/texclip.php?s=/begin{align*}
10^{15} ~~/text{enhancement is possible for}~~m_{t^/prime}/sim m_{b^/prime}/sim 600 /text{GeV}
/end{align*}
http://maru.bonyari.jp/texclip/texclip.php?s=/begin{align*}
/frac{J}{T_{c}^{12}}/sim 10^{-20}
/end{align*}
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Motivation 

 Jarlskog invariant in SM 

 size of CPV at TC～100GeV 
too small for BAU 

W.-S. Hou (2008) 

 With 4G, similar quantity between 2-3-4 generations 

--> 

A = 2x(area of Unitarity Triangle) 

! 

We investigate whether this is really the case 
based on EW baryogenesis  

http://maru.bonyari.jp/texclip/texclip.php?s=/begin{align*}
&/sim /frac{m_{t^/prime}^4}{m_t^2 m_c^2}/frac{m_{b^/prime}^4}{m_b^2 m_s^2}/frac{A_{234}^{sb}}{A}J
/end{align*}
http://maru.bonyari.jp/texclip/texclip.php?s=/begin{align*}
10^{15} ~~/text{enhancement is possible for}~~m_{t^/prime}/sim m_{b^/prime}/sim 600 /text{GeV}
/end{align*}
http://maru.bonyari.jp/texclip/texclip.php?s=/begin{align*}
/frac{J}{T_{c}^{12}}/sim 10^{-20}
/end{align*}


Mechanism of SM baryogenesis 

<H>=0 <H> ≠ 0 

Assume strongly 1st order EWPT w/ nucleation of bubbles 

Farrar-Shaposhnikov (1993) 
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Mechanism of SM baryogenesis 
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Mechanism of SM baryogenesis 

<H>=0 <H> ≠ 0 

q 
q 

q q 

q 
q 

ΔB≠0 

Assume strongly 1st order EWPT w/ nucleation of bubbles 

CPV N(q) < N(q) N(q) > N(q) 

Sphaleron 

N(B) = 0 

N(B) > 0 

Sphaleron 
decoupled 

Farrar-Shaposhnikov (1993) 
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SM baryogenesis 

 CPV is induced by thermal effects, i.e. interaction with W and 
     charged Higgs in plasma 

 This effect can be included by introducing quasi-particle 
     (thermal excitations for quarks and antiquarks) 

 FS found large enough BAU within SM 

 But, refuted by Gavela, Hernandez, Orloff and Pene (1994) 

 Huet-Sather (1995) also concluded KM phase is not enough to 
     explain BAU 

New point: quasi-particle width 
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SM baryogenesis 

 CPV is induced by thermal effects, i.e. interaction with W and 
     charged Higgs in plasma 

 This effect can be included by introducing quasi-particle 
     (thermal excitations for quarks and antiquarks) 

 FS found large enough BAU within SM 

 But, refuted by Gavela, Hernandez, Orloff and Pene (1994) 

 Huet-Sather (1995) also concluded KM phase is not enough to 
     explain BAU 

New point: quasi-particle width 

We extend HS’s study to the case of 4 generation  16 



CP asymmetry in reflection rate 

Effective Dirac eq. 

Thermal mass: 

Quasi-particle width: 

CPV 
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Solution for effective Dirac eq. 

HS solved Dirac eq. by Green function method 

•perturbative expansion by M 

 A few approximation in HS 

< 1 valid if 

for T = 100 GeV] [coherence length: 

•m/T expansion in thermal masses 

qL: leading term 

qR: leading + NL term (CPV first appear at NL) 

 Not good approx. for 4G quarks (and t), but we follow HS’s method  
     to obtain analytic solution for reflection asymmetry 18 



Reflection Coefficient by Green function method 

bubble 
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CP asymmetry in reflection rate 

•Further expansion by δpL,R  is performed following HS 

δpL,R : flavor dependent part of quasi-particle momentum 

>> high T limit 

•Consider both cases: δpR is neglected/included 
20 



Leading CP asymmetry (δpR neglected) 

Form factor: 

quasi-particle w/ energy ~ Ω0 ~ 50 GeV 
contribute to the asymmetry 

for T = 100 GeV 

•From d-type quark sector 
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Leading CP asymmetry (δpR neglected) 

Form factor: 

quasi-particle w/ energy ~ Ω0 ~ 50 GeV 
contribute to the asymmetry 

for T = 100 GeV 

4G effects 

•From d-type quark sector 
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Leading CP asymmetry (δpR neglected) 

•3 generations case 

•4 generations case 

With help of pheno. data and assumption 

•4 gens vs. 3 gens: Huge enhancement due to masses W.-S. Hou(2008) 
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Nonperturbative effects? 

Contribution from u-type quark sector 

-->   complete cancelation? 

However... 

•t, t’, b’ are beyond the validity of perturbation 

•nonperturbative corrections should exist 

•possibly larger suppression in u-type sector  

far offshell in broken phase  -->  could suppress reflection rate 
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Nonperturbative effects? 

Contribution from u-type quark sector 

-->   complete cancelation? 

However... 

•t, t’, b’ are beyond the validity of perturbation 

•nonperturbative corrections should exist 

•possibly larger suppression in u-type sector  

far offshell in broken phase  -->  could suppress reflection rate 

Cancelation should not be complete! 
We keep d-type contribution 
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Leading CP asymmetry (δpR included) 

Form factor: 
T = 100 GeV 

Anti-symmetric energy dependence 
⇒ cancelation in phase space integral 

•From d-type sector 
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Leading CP asymmetry (δpR included) 

Form factor: 
T = 100 GeV 

Anti-symmetric energy dependence 
⇒ cancelation in phase space integral 

4G effects 

•From d-type sector 
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Leading CP asymmetry (δpR included) 

• 1016 enhancement from mass factors 

•3 generation case 

•4 generation case 

With help of pheno. data and assumption 
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Result for Baryon Asymmetry 

T = 100 GeV, MW(T) = 50 GeV 

•Js is relevant to b-->s transition, and could be measured at LHC 

•Possibly overall reduction by nonpert effect would exist 

Comments 

Hou-MK-Xu Phys.Rev.D84 (2011) 

Talk by Fanrong Xu 
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Random thought on EWPT 

• Introduce new bosons strongly coupled to Higgs field  

Can 4G make EWPT to be strongly 1st order? 

Known mechanism 

e.g. light stop scenario 

•Not the case for fermion, but... 

Strong Yukawa coupling may realize? 

Talk by Enkhbat, Yokoya (1) Bound states of 4G quarks: π1,8   ω1,8 

(2) Condensation of 4G quarks 
      --> effectively (1+2)-Higgs doublet 

Hung-Xiong (2010) 
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New strong interaction and EWPT 

No elementary Higgs field case 

•New strong interaction for 4G --> condensation of 4G 

•EWPT study based on effective theory a la Bardeen-Hill-Lindner 

Kikukawa-MK-Yasuda (2009) 

--> 2 composite Higgs fields 

Strongly 1st order PT is possible for mq’ < 290 GeV 

But already excluded... 

Any other idea? 31 

Talk by Kohyama 

http://maru.bonyari.jp/texclip/texclip.php?s=/begin{align*}
q^/prime_i =/begin{pmatrix}
t^/prime // b^/prime 
/end{pmatrix}
/end{align*}


Summary and Discussion 

Assuming  strongly 1st order EWPT, we showed BAU could  
   reach the observed value with reasonable parameters 

EW phase transition is still open problem 

•but, used perturbation even for 4G masses 
•uncertainty from nonperturbative effect, e.g. Δ9 
•need to solve Dirac eq. w/o perturbation 

•bound state effect may help? 
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Back Up Slides 
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Formula for BAU 

(3) CP asymmetry in reflection rate 

(1) Nontrivial phase space structure is required 

thermal effect ⇒ 

(2) Moving wall supplies out of equilibrium condition 
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Properties of quasi-particle 

Thermal excitations for quarks and anti-quarks 

Dispersion relation: 

Thermal masses (in symmetric phase) 

Width (from QCD): [                                                 ] 

for T = 100 GeV 

L-R difference 

mixing & CPV 

In broken phase, there are finite mass corrections to these expressions 

coherence length: 
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